EDAMBA THESIS COMPETITION 2018

1st Prize
EHRNSTRÖM-FUENTES MARIA, HANKEN SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS
Paper: Legitimacy in the Pluriverse towards an Expanded View on Corporate-Community Relations in the Global Forestry Industry

2nd Prize
HULTIN LOTTA, STOCKHOLM SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS
Paper: Go with the Flow: Post-Humanist Accounts Of How Matter Matters In Organizational Change

3rd Prize
GHADERI MOHAMMAD, ESADE BUSINESS SCHOOL
Paper: Preference Disaggregation: Towards an Integrated Framework

Distinguished papers (listed in alphabetical order)

DAO MAI ANH, UNIVERSITY OF INNSBRUCK
Paper: Creating Value Through Acquisitions – Integrating Strategic, Organizational, and Procedural Perspectives

QUAMINA LATOYA, KINGSTON UNIVERSITY
Paper: Consumer Perceptions of Corporate Brand Alliances in Crisis: An Investigation of Negative Spill Over Effects

RIIKKINEN RILANA, AALTO UNIVERSITY
Paper: Taking Sustainability to The Operational Level: Purchasing within the MNC

OMONEDO PRISCILLA, ASTON UNIVERSITY
Paper: Factors that Influence the Successful Adoption of M-Commerce Via Sim-Enabled Devices in a Developing Country

SKROK LUKASZ, WARSAW SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS
Paper: The Impact of the Financial Fair Play Regulation on the European Professional Football Leagues

BRUNI ELENA, UNIVERSITY OF VENICE CA’FOSCARI
Paper: How Novelty is Generated. Cognitive Processes in Organization

HAI SOLANGE, ESADE BUSINESS SCHOOL